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WHAT IS THE PROBLEM?
OUR CHILDREN ARE BEING TRAUMATIZED, PIMPED, PLAYED AND BRAINWASHED.

The
perpetrator is everywhere, in our faces, yet not easily seen—We only notice the effects: Extreme selfishness,
identity confusion, getting sexy so soon, bullying, intimidation, crime, gangs, adult disrespect, macho
materialism (bling - bling), pessimism, crashes of class, culture and ethnicity, and failing in school, and life.

You know what the weapons are - greed, desire, conceit, contempt, delusion, drugs, distractions, fear,
joblessness, guns, and power trips.
You wail over the outcomes - addictions, acts of aggression, obsession, depression, drinking, depravity,
gambling, ridicule, rape, revenge, cruelty, obesity, violence, and killings. It seems today’s youth’s core
values are alienation, anxiety and narcissism.
You feel overwhelmed; youth feel victimized, stressed out, angry, boxed in - maneuvered into playing the
game to loose. Who is to blame: The Media? The Market? Hip-Hop Culture? Globalization? Our leaders?
Ourselves?
How can youth survive and thrive in an environment of confusion? How can youth develop a strong
moral/social immune system, resistant to infection using punk principles? How may they learn what success
is?
Our children are crying out for help! Let’s bridge the consciousness gap. Join our renowned and
knowledgeable speakers, and learn “13 Strategies for Peace, Protection, Perseverance, and Prosperity.”

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
Open to general public, especially parents, educators, administrators, policy makers, social
workers, school psychologists, counselors, clinicians, judges, criminal justice professionals,
students, activists, and anyone concerned and committed to the wholesome moral, psychological
and social development of children, and protection of their minds.

WHY YOU SHOULD ATTEND?
 Learn the nature of the perpetrator of the trauma on our children, and how to effectively fight

back.

 Discover how mind maneuver tactics are used.
 Take home practical solutions to help children create and sustain inner peace, genuine joy,

authentic selfhood, real relationships, enhanced communication skills, and overcome negative
emotions.
 Gain access to new, science-based, immediately applicable information to help children (as well
as yourself) recognize deceit, deception and delusion, and acquire real moral power and
consistency.
 Connect with youth at a deeper level.
 Expand your network with ’like-hearted’ individuals and expand your creative conscious circle.

For Bookings & More Information Contact: Newton-Thoth, Inc. International
(410) 752-2943/ (410) 637-5474

